DISTINGUISHED GRADUATE STUDENT NOMINATION AND SELECTION
Master of Science in Sustainable Energy
Center for Clean Energy Research and Education (CENCERE)
Eastern Illinois University

INTRODUCTION

Distinguished graduate student award is given by the Graduate School every Spring semester during an award ceremony on April. Each program/department will send nomination(s) to the Graduate School. Master of Science in Sustainable Energy plans to nominate one candidate every Spring semester. Students are eligible if they are enrolled during the academic year (past Fall, current Spring and coming Summer).

CRITERIA

ACADEMIC

Completion of a minimum of nine semester hours with a cumulative grade point average of 3.50 or better in graduate study.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Examples such as membership and leadership in professional organizations (such as the American Chemical Society, Physics Club, Earthwise, Green Team EIU, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, ATMAE ect.), conference participation, professional publications, etc., are appropriate.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

to the University, Master of Science in Sustainable Energy program, CENCERE, Social Entities, Community, etc. Examples such as research, Habitat for Humanity, fraternities or sororities, civic organizations, etc. are appropriate.

NOMINATION INFORMATION

NOMINATIONS OR APPLICATIONS MUST INCLUDE the name, address, and telephone number(s) of the nominee and nominator. Self-nominations are permissible.

The three areas of evaluation Academic, Professional Activities, and Professional Service must be clearly delineated in the nomination.

We are planning to forward one candidate to the Graduate School. Students are eligible if they are enrolled during the academic year (past Fall, current Spring and coming Summer).

NOMINATIONS BY e-MAIL TO: Director (pliu@eiu.edu)
CENCERE
Eastern Illinois University